
Research in Data Visualization

Every business and researcher has large, complex
data sets they need to understand.

Collaboration with Industry

We are interested in carrying out research in the area of data

visualisation with an industry partner. Data visualisation

exploits the power of both commodity computer graphics

and the human visual system in order to convey meaning and

insight into large collections of data. In other words, visuali-

sation generates meaningful pictures that provide much more

insight and meaning than, say, looking at a large spreadsheet

with thousands of raw numbers on it. Data visualisation can

summarize, thousands, millions, billions or more numbers

very rapidly through the use of computer generated graphics.

These graphics convey meaning and insight much more

effectively via the visual system. Data visualization excels

at: (1) exploration-helping users to explore their data without

any prior knowledge and discover new patterns and features,

(2) analysis-helping expert users, who know a lot about their

data, in order to confirm or refute a given hypothesis, and (3)

presentation-helping users communicate the results of explo-

ration and analysis through the use of pictures and videos.

Most, if not all, businesses can use visualization because

they have very large collections of complex data set which

are not fully exploited and maybe not even fully understood.

Visualization can help anyone get the most out of their data

by supporting visual exploration, analysis, and presentation.

For some examples of advanced visualization, please visit our

web page which features several short videos on visualisation

projects we have worked on.

KESS
Knowledge Economy Skills Scholarships (KESS) is a major

European Convergence programme on behalf of the HE sector

in Wales. KESS supports collaborative research projects

(Research Masters and PhD) with external partners based in

the Convergence area of Wales (West Wales and the Valleys).

KESS will run from 2009 until 2014 and will provide 400+

PhD and Masters places.

Please See:
http://cs.swan.ac.uk/ ˜ csbob/
if you are interested in collaboration with researchers
in data visualization or contact Bob (r.s.laramee “at”
swansea.ac.uk) for more information!


